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The Trade war and effect of Chinese Economy   

China contributes 15% of Global GDP.  The Trade will bring down the World GDP.  

It's an open secret that China has extraordinary high ambition to overpower  others but 

now countries all over barring very few with Communist and Socialistic leanings, have 

understood the game. China would have to face wrath for playing dirty always. It's nothing 

new! Time for Indians to strategize for making India greatest Manufacturing hub. These 

tricky times are indicative of Global intelligence failure in relation to Chinese designs. Very 

sad! 

China is successful in taking industries where labour are available cheap. In India being 

democracy the will power of politicians and bureaucrats will be required to handle thing 

with iron fist then only these are possible Cooperation between states and Center is Key . 

But, it was said that this exactly will be the hurdle 

Mr. Ramesh Sangare sir said that, Draconian suppressive governance in China in case of 

labor is their key strength, in every aspect of their industrial development, as against the 

democratic practices of India. In India, the most problematic part is politically ruled Unions 

in general, the political rivalry between Centre and State Govts.,  inadequate labour laws 

for both employees and employers and dwindling global markets, which are the deterrents 

in the process of solving these problems. 

Strategies to face the situation  

Our administrative skills will have to undergo huge change. Change is inevitable and those 

will not accept will perish.  

Mr. Ramesh Sangare sir very clearly added that, Empathy, maturity, dexterity and courage to 

handle conflicting interests, toughness to decide and act on the part of all stakeholders will 

be required. It is easy to forecast gloom. The most changeable would survive, rigidity of any 

kind would be detrimental, it is nature's way of dealing. Homo sapience have always 

believed and found out the light at the end of the tunnel ! Lot more opportunities of doing  

something very different would emerge. Survival of fittest would be tested  positively. The 

organizations which have decided not to sack people. And not only that those who had been 

selected and offered the jobs just before Corona affair in campus interviews would be taken 

in, immediately after real Green signal by rulers. Such companies would grow phenomenally. 



In stead on only calculating the damages of different kinds, we should spend more of our 

energy on what and how Best we can survive and grow. Gloom is known to the people. 

People want to know the solutions, not demoralizing futuristic impacts. People know it. They 

ask now .. We know what is not going  to happen .. What to do now. ?   

 


